Abstract-A train backbone network consists of a sequence of nodes arranged in a linear topology. A key step that enables communication in such a network is that of topology discovery, or train inauguration, whereby nodes learn in a distributed fashion the physical topology of the backbone network. While the current standard for train inauguration assumes wired links between adjacent backbone nodes, this work investigates the more challenging scenario in which the nodes communicate wirelessly. The implementation of topology discovery over wireless channels is made difficult by the broadcast nature of the wireless medium, and by fading and interference. A novel topology discovery protocol is proposed that overcomes these issues and requires relatively minor changes to the wired standard. The protocol is shown via analysis and numerical results to be robust to the impairments caused by the wireless channel including interference from other trains.
.
A wired backbone network with indicated physical and logical topologies. The physical topology refers to the ordering of the backbone nodes (BNs) and the logical topology means the ordering of the consist networks (CNs). train backbone networks, in which the BNs are connected to their neighbors via dedicated wires. The TDP consists of two phases: 1) neighbor discovery: in this phase, each BN finds the MAC address of the neighboring BNs; 2) topology discovery: in this phase, the physical topology is detected 2 via message exchange at the MAC layer. To implement TDP, the BNs transmit two types of MAC frames [8] : 1) hello frames, which carry only the MAC address of the sender BN and are used for neighbor discovery; and 2) topology frames, which carry information about the MAC addresses of the BNs currently "discovered" by the sender BN and are used for topology discovery.
While the standard [8] applies to wired backbone networks, there is high interest in the industry to develop a fully wireless solution. However, as it will be discussed, the wired TDP [8] does not lend itself to an implementation with wireless nodes. This work is hence devoted to developing a novel TDP, which will be referred to as wireless TDP (WTDP) , that builds on the standard [8] but is suitable for implementation on a wireless backbone. Specifically, the aim of the proposed WTDP is to retain the main features of the wired counterpart TDP [8] , while adapting messages and protocol to the requirements of a wireless implementation.
The implementation of TDP [8] over a wireless network is made difficult by the broadcast nature of the wireless medium, and by fading and interference. Consider for instance the neighbor discovery phase. In wired TDP, hello frames are transmitted only to the neighbor(s) of a node (see Fig. 1 ). The neighbor discovery phase hence only requires that a single 2 The standard also considers the discovery of the "logical" topology of the train, which will be discussed in Sec. II.
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hello frame be received correctly from each neighbor. Wireless broadcasting instead, causes a frame to be received also by BNs that are not physical neighbors, making the detection of physical neighbors challenging (see [9] ). This effect is compounded by the fact that, due to fading and interference, there is a non-zero probability that decoding errors impair the transmission from physical neighbors more significantly than the transmission from further nodes. Unlike the wired case, simultaneous transmissions in the same frequency band may lead to interference, which may cause the loss of a packet. For instance, with reference to Fig. 2 , it is possible for BN 4 to decode the hello frame sent by BN 2 correctly, while decoding the hello frame from BN 3 incorrectly due to fading or interference. Another issue is that the standard [8] prescribes the multicasting of a topology frame to all the BNs in the network. In a wireless implementation, this is bound to create large backlogs and excessive interference. The proposed WTDP, detailed later in Sec. III, aims to address these challenges. We conclude this section with a remark on related work. Wireless neighbor discovery has been studied in the context of different protocols such as IEEE 802.11, e.g., [10] . However, conventional wireless neighbor discovery does not define neighbor nodes in terms of the actual physical location of the nodes, but only with respect to the current strength of the received power [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . This is because in many applications, the physical location of the nodes is not of primary importance. This is in marked contrast to the problem considered in this paper, where the physical order is the key property of interest.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review the TDP standard [8] , while in Sec. III, we detail the proposed WTDP. In Sec. IV, we provide a performance analysis for the neighbor discovery phase of the proposed WTDP implemented with a slotted ALOHA MAC protocol. In Sec. V, we describe a case study consisting of two parallel trains. Numerical results of the proposed WTDP along with the performance analysis of neighbor discovery are presented in Sec. VI.
II. BACKGROUND: WIRED TRAIN TOPOLOGY DISCOVERY
In this section, we briefly review the standard wired TDP [8] . We observe that TD is also referred to as inauguration in [8] . Before the inauguration process, each BN knows its own MAC address and also the unique identifier (ID) of the consist networks (CNs) that are connected to the BN. A CN represents a subnetwork on the train. BNs may belong to multiple CNs, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The goal of TDP is to enable all the BNs to learn the physical and logical topologies of the train. As mentioned, the physical topology consists of an ordered list of BNs. The logical topology refers to an ordered list of CNs, with indication for each CN of the participant BNs, where the order reflects the physical location of the CNs. For instance, the logical topology for the network in Fig. 1 Table. I. After inauguration, a BN ID is assigned to each BN according to the identified physical topology, and a subnet ID is assigned to each CN following the logical topology that is discovered. Taking the backbone network in Fig. 1 as an example, all six BNs are assigned with BN IDs in the ascending order from the left end to the right end, as illustrated in Table I . In the same order, the subnet IDs are assigned according to the logical topology (see [8] for further details). Each BN, except the two at the beginning and end of the train, has two outgoing links, one toward its neighbor to the "right" and one towards the "left". Note that the notions of "left" and "right" are common to all BNs on the backbone and are set by construction. Similarly, each BN has also two incoming links, one from the neighbor on the left and one from the neighbor on the right. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , there are then an outgoing and an incoming link between a BN and a neighbor.
The BNs send two different types of frames, namely hello frames and topology frames. Both hello and topology frames are transmitted periodically and continuously. The hello frame contains the MAC address of the sender BN. This frame is sent only to the nodes' neighbors. The topology frame instead contains information about the MAC addresses of previously discovered nodes. Specifically, the topology frame sent to the neighbor on the right contains an unordered list of all the currently known MAC address of the BNs on the left of the BN, and vice versa for the topology frame sent to the neighbor on the left. Topology frames are to be forwarded by the receiving BN in the same direction they have been received. This way, a topology frame is multicast to all BN in the given direction. As an example, in Fig. 1 , if BN 4 has recognized BN 3 as a neighbor and has discovered that BNs 5 and 6 are on its right, the topology frame sent by BN 4 to BN 3 includes an unordered list of the MAC addresses of BNs 5 and 6. The topology frame also contains the IDs of the CNs that are connected to the sender BN, namely, CN B.3 and CN B.2 are connected to BN 4. After BN 3 receives this topology frame, the frame is forwarded to BN 2.
To summarize, the operation of TDP can be divided into two conceptually different phases, namely neighbor discovery and topology discovery.
• Neighbor discovery: Each BN receives hello frames from its incoming links to the left and/or to the right. Since each of these frames carries the MAC address of the sending neighbor, the BN at hand learns the MAC address of its neighbors after receiving one frame from the left and one from the right. The reception of these two frames completes the neighbor discovery phase.
• Topology discovery: Each BN keeps updated physical and logical topology tables (see Table I ) based on the previously received hello and topology frames. As mentioned above, each transmitted topology frame to the left/right contains an unordered list of MAC addresses and the CN IDs that are connected to the sender BN. Upon reception of a topology frame, a BN updates its physical and logical topology tables. The BN can also check on whether its current tables coincide with the ones available at the BN that produced the topology frame thanks to a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) included in each topology frame. Inauguration is declared to be complete by an operator that has access to the outcomes of the CRC steps carried out by the BNs.
III. WTDP: WIRELESS TOPOLOGY DISCOVERY PROTOCOL
As discussed in Sec. I, the wireless implementation of TDP poses significant technical challenges. To overcome these problems, the proposed WTDP prescribes a number of design choices at the deployment and protocol level as discussed in this section.
A. Deployment
WTDP is based on a physical implementation of the system that leverages directional antennas and frequency planning.
• Directional antenna: All the BNs have two directional antennas and share the notion of a "left" and a "right" direction. Each BN hence can transmit and receive on both its right-pointing and left-pointing antennas. Note that the assumption concerning the common notion of the left and right directions is consistent with the model considered in the wired standard [8] . Directional antennas enable a BN to distinguish between the signals received from the left and right directions.
• Frequency planning: To cope with interference, two sets of frequencies are used, one for the right-pointing antennas and one for the left-pointing antennas. Each directional antenna operates on two different frequencies, one for transmission and one for reception. Moreover, the same frequency is reused every F hops. Therefore, if F = 1, we have full frequency reuse in each direction; instead, if F > 1, there are F −1 BNs transmitting in the same direction but using different frequencies between two transmitters using the same frequency. We refer to Fig. 3 for an illustration. Note that, with a frequency reuse 1/F , the closest non-neighboring BN that may receive a hello frame is F − 1 hops away. A more conservative frequency reuse hence reduces the danger of receiving a hello frame from a non-neighboring BN. A smaller frequency reuse also reduces the effect of interference. 
B. The Proposed Protocol
In this section, we detail the operation of the proposed WTDP. The proposed WTDP prescribes each BN to operate according to the high-level flowchart of 1) Overview: At first, each BN attempts to identify a neighbor during the neighbor discovery phase (I). If a neighbor is identified, then, in order to correct some of the possible errors of neighbor discovery errors, the BN performs the PCC (II). If the identified neighbor passes the PCC, it is upgraded to a locked neighbor; otherwise the identified neighbor is discarded and neighbor discovery needs to be restarted. After an identified neighbor is established, the BN also starts the neighbor discovery failure check phase (III). Whenever a neighbor discovery failure is detected, a "red flag" is raised. Upon the observation of a red flag, the operator, which is informed about "green flags" or "red flags" raised by the BNs, should restart the inauguration process. Once a locked neighbor is established, the topology discovery phase (IV) starts. The completion of the topology discovery phase for each BN is indicated by the BN via a raised "green flag", which signals that the topology convergency check (V) is passed.
2) Data Structures: Each BN stores and updates the following data structures, whose use will be detailed in the next subsections.
• Neighbor discovery (ND) counters: a list of neighbor discovery counters, one for each of the BNs from which the BN has received a hello frame; • Topology table: an ordered list of the MAC addresses of the discovered BNs, where the order reflects the physical location of the BNs; • Topology counter: a counter that accounts for the current number of consecutive times that a topology frame has been received but the local topology table has not been changed; • Neighbor discovery failure (NDF) check counters: a list of counters, one for each of the BNs from which a topology frame addressed to any other BN has been received. 3) Neighbor Discovery: As discussed in Sec. I, neighbor discovery in a wireless train backbone is significantly more complex than in the wired counterpart system. This is due to the broadcast properties of the wireless channel, which cause the hello frame transmitted by a BN to be received not only by the actual neighbor BN but generally also by further away BNs. As a result, unlike in the wired system, reception of the hello frame does not, per se, establish that the sender BN is a neighbor.
In order to achieve neighbor discovery, the proposed scheme leverages the fact that, on the average, the power received from an actual neighboring BN is larger than that received from any other BN. This is due to the lower path loss between closer nodes. Therefore, for instance, it is more likely that a hello frame is received correctly from an actual neighbor than from farther BNs. It is critical to note, however, that, due to fading, it cannot be excluded that a hello frame from a non-neighboring BN is received successfully, while that of the actual neighbor is not.
Based on the discussion above, we propose the following simple neighbor discovery algorithm. For each hello frame correctly decoded in either direction, if the MAC of the sender BN is already in the list of ND counters, then the corresponding counter is increased by one; else, a new counter is created, initialized to zero and associated to the MAC address at hand. A node is identified to be a neighbor if it is the first whose ND counter reaches a pre-defined threshold M H . In this event, this node is defined as the identified neighbor of the receiving BN. The described operations are within in the "neighbor discovery" block of Fig. 5 .
We remark that the simple algorithm proposed above makes exclusive use of information available at the MAC layer, namely the number of successfully received frames from different MAC addresses. This choice has been made in order to allow for a simpler implementation, and is in line with the wired counterpart standard.
4) Pairwise Consistency Check (PCC) :
In order to reduce the probability of incorrect neighbor discovery, we propose to perform a pairwise consistency check (PCC) upon the reception of a topology frame. The key observation is that the topology frame is addressed to the currently identified neighbor. Note that the hello frames are instead broadcast. Therefore, based on the reception of topology frames, each BN can verify whether the neighbor discovery is pairwise consistent with respect to its neighbor in either direction. By pairwise consistency, we mean that two BNs consider each other as neighbors, one on the left and the other on the right. If a topology frame is received from a BN that is not considered as a neighbor, then the receiving BN can conclude that neighbor discovery is not pairwise consistent in the direction of the received packet.
To be specific, if the topology frame is received from the currently identified neighbor, this identified neighbor passes the PCC and is upgraded to the status of locked neighbor. Once a locked neighbor is established for a BN, any received topology frame from other BNs is discarded. Instead, if a BN receives a topology frame from a BN different from the identified neighbor, its identified neighbor fails the PCC and all ND counters are reinitialized to zero in order to restart the neighbor discovery phase for the receiving BN. Note that, if a topology frame is received before any identified neighbor is established, the frame will be saved for a PCC later. The detailed procedure for PCC is described within the "pairwise consistency check" block of Fig. 5 .
5) Neighbor Discovery Failure Check : PCC helps improve the accuracy of neighbor discovery, but it does not rectify errors that occur when two neighboring BNs identify their neighbors incorrectly. This type of failure is defined as neighbor identification failure. An example is shown in Fig. 6 . It is seen that, if BN 3 identifies BN 5 as a neighbor and BN 4 identifies BN 2 as a neighbor, this error cannot be corrected by PCC because neither BN 3 nor BN 4 will send a topology frame to the other. In order to identify the neighbor discovery failure described above, we propose to perform neighbor discovery failure check. The idea is that, after a neighbor has been identified but not locked, if a BN receives too many topology frames addressed to a BN other than itself, it is probable that its actual neighbor had identified some other BN as its neighbor. In this case, this BN cannot successfully complete neighbor discovery and a red flag is raised. Specifically, each BN maintains an NDF counter, which counts the number of topology frames addressed to other BNs that are received after a neighbor has been identified. When the NDF counter reaches a pre-defined threshold M N DF , the BN raises a red flag warning the train operator of a neighbor discovery failure.
The other possible neighbor discovery failure happens when a BN is established as the locked neighbors by more than one BN. This causes the problem that certain BNs do not receive topology frame from their locked neighbors and thus topology discovery will never be completed. We define this type of failure as neighbor locking failure. An example is shown in Fig. 7 , where although BN 2 established BN 4 as its locked neighbor, BN 4 has locked with BN 3, and hence no topology frames will be received by BN 2 from BN 4. To deal with this problem, after the neighbor of a BN is locked, the NDF counter is initialized and used to count topology frames received from BNs different from its locked neighbor. A red flag is raised if the NDF counter exceeds the threshold. 6) Topology Discovery : As described in Sec. I, multicasting a topology frame is impractical in WTDP. To solve this issue, we propose that, in WTDP, the topology frame contains an ordered, rather than an unordered as in wired TDP, list of MAC addresses in the current topology table of the sender node. Specifically, the topology frame sent to the neighbor on the right contains all the currently known MAC address of the BNs on the left of the BN in the discovered physical order, and vice versa for the topology frame sent to the neighbor on the left. The topology frame also includes the CN IDs that are connected to, rather than only the sender BN as in wired TDP, all BNs currently discovered. Taking the wireless backbone network in Fig. 2 as an example, if the associated logical topology is identical to that shown in Fig. 1 , and if BN 4 has identified BN 3 as a neighbor and has discovered that BNs 5 and 6 are on its right, the topology frame sent by BN 4 to BN 3 contains an ordered list of MAC addresses of BNs 5 and 6. It also includes the IDs of the CNs that are connected to the BNs 4, 5 and 6, namely, CN B.3 and CN B.2 are connected to BN 4; CN B.3 is connected to BN 5; CN B.2 and CN B.1 are connected to BN 6. A topology frame is sent to an identified or locked neighbor. Based on a received topology frame, the receiving BN updates its local topology table only if the received topology frame is from its locked neighbor. Note that after the physical topology is learned, the logical topology can be learned in the same way as in the wired TDP (see [8] for details). Therefore, we focus on the physical topology discovery for WTDP next.
After a successful neighbor discovery has been resolved for all BNs, it is necessary and sufficient to have a "right-ward" and a "left-ward" pass in order to complete topology discovery. For instance, in Fig. 2 , assume that the protocol starts from BN 1, which sends a topology frame to its neighbor on the right BN 2, which in turn sends a topology frame to its neighbor BN 3, and so on until BN 6. At the end of this right-ward pass, it is easy to see that each BN in Fig. 2 learns the backbone topology on its right. A similar left-ward pass completes the topology discovery at each BN. It can also be seen that the mentioned frames are also necessary in order to learn the train topology.
We emphasize that the proposed WTDP differs from the standard wired TDP in that the latter prescribes multicasting of topology frames and the inclusion of an unordered list of discovered nodes and the CN IDs that are connected to the sender BN only in the topology frames. The operation of the topology discovery phase is described by the functions enclosed in the "topology discovery" block of Fig. 5 .
7) Topology Convergency Check:
In order for the operator to make a decision about the completion of the inauguration process, the BNs must report on the status of their topology discovery phase. To this end, each BN runs a topology convergence check as shown in the "topology convergency check" block of Fig. 5 . Accordingly, when a topology frame is received from a locked neighbor, if any change needs to be made to the local topology table, the topology counter for the BN is initialized; otherwise, the counter is increased by one. The topology discovery completion for a BN is claimed if the topology counter reaches a pre-defined threshold M T . In other words, the topology discovery is considered to be complete by a BN if no change is made to its topology frame across M T successively received topology frames from the locked neighbor. The completion of topology discovery is indicated by green flags raised by the BNs.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In order to get some insights into the performance of the proposed WTDP, we consider the implementation of WTDP with a slotted ALOHA MAC protocol. Note that the protocol does not depend on the adoption of a specific MAC layer protocol and that slotted ALOHA is assumed here to enable analysis. According to slotted ALOHA, time is slotted, a transmitted frame takes one slot, and each BN transmits a frame in a slot with probability p. Specifically, at each time slot, a BN transmits a hello frame with probability p H , and transmits a topology frame with probability p T . Hence, the transmission probability p is the sum of p H and p T , i.e.,
Flat Rayleigh fading channels are assumed such that the instantaneous channel gain between two nodes k hops away can be written as SNR 0 |h| 2 /(1 + (k − 1)F ) η , where we define the average signal to noise ratio (SNR) for two nodes one hop away as SNR 0 , |h| 2 is exponentially distributed with mean one, and η denotes the path loss exponent. Furthermore, the channels across different time slots are assumed to be independent, while the channel is a constant within the period of a frame transmission. In the following, we provide an analysis for the neighbor discovery phase in terms of the probability of correct neighbor discovery and of the average time required to complete neighbor discovery. There two conflicting criteria will also be combined to yield the average time needed to achieve successful neighbor discovery. The goal of the analysis is to obtain insights into the selection of the critical threshold parameter M H . The performance of the overall WTDP will be evaluated in the next section via numerical results.
A. Neighbor Discovery for a Single BN
In this subsection, we consider the neighbor discovery for a single receiving BN on any given side. We compute the probability Q C,N D of correct neighbor discovery and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) F T N D (t) of the time T N D that it takes to complete neighbor discovery.
To elaborate, assume that the furthest BN from which hello frames can be received is K hops away. The signal-tointerference-and-noise ratio (SINR) for the signal transmitted by a BN k hops away is given by
where i k = 1 if the BN k hops away is transmitting and i k = 0 otherwise. Moreover, the instantaneous channel capacity for the link between the two nodes, which are k hops away from each other, is given by [16] C k = log (1 + SINR k ) .
Whenever the transmission rate R [bits/sec/Hz] is not larger than the instantaneous capacity C k , the packet transmitted by the BN k hops away is correctly received, and an outage is declared otherwise [17] .
T that defines the set of currently transmitting BNs. At any time slot, the probability of a successful frame reception from a node k hops away conditioned on i can be expressed as
Substituting (2) into (3) leads to
Using the result in [18] , we get
Averaging over all possible transmission states i, we can write the probability of a successful frame transmission from a node k hops away as
where I denotes the set that contains all possible 2 K transmission state vectors and P i (i) is the probability mass function of vector i.
Due to the independence of the fading channels across the time slots, the time T k that it takes to receive M H hello frames from a BN k hops away is distributed as T k ∼ N B(M H , Q S (k)), where we use the notation N B(M, p) to denote a negative binomial distribution 3 with parameter (M, p). Accordingly, the probability mass function of T k is given by [19] 
for t ≥ M H ; and the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of T k , which equals to the probability that hello frames sent by a BN k hops away are received successfully M H times after the tth time slot, can be expressed as [19] 
where I x (z, w) denotes the regularized incomplete beta function with parameters (x, z, w). So far, we have considered the distribution of the time needed to receive M H hello frames from a given transmitting BN. We are now interested in deriving the probability Q C,N D of correct neighbor discovery. This calculation is complicated by the fact that the receptions of frames from different BNs are correlated with each other due to the mutual interference among BNs. To address this issue, we make here the approximation that the decoding outcomes for the packets sent by different BNs are independent. The validity of this approximation will be evaluated in Sec. VI by numerical results. Recall that, if the first BN from which hello frames are received successfully M H times is the BN one hop away, neighbor discovery is correct. Hence, using the said independence assumption, the probability of correct neighbor discovery for a single receiving BN is
Finally, regardless of whether it is correct or not, neighbor discovery is considered to be complete when a BN decodes M H hello frames successfully from at least one of other transmitting BNs. The CDF of the time it takes to complete neighbor discovery for the BN T N D can be expressed, under 3 In a sequence of independent Bernoulli (p) trials, let the random variable N denote the trial at which the M th success occurs, where M is a fixed integer. Then N has a negative binomial distribution [19] with parameter (M, p), i.e.N ∼ N B(M, p) . the independence assumption, as
B. Neighbor Discovery Across the Entire Network
In this subsection, we derive the performance metrics of neighbor discovery across the entire network. Specifically, we derive the probability Q * C,N D of correct neighbor discovery, the average time E[T * N D ] required to complete neighbor discovery for all nodes and the average time E[T * N D,suc ] needed to achieve a successful neighbor discovery.
Because the neighbor discovery outcomes for different BNs are not independent, the analytical derivation of statistical quantities associated with neighbor discovery performance is challenging. For this reason, we will make the approximation mentioned above that the neighbor discovery outcomes for different BNs are independent. With this approximation, probability of correct left and right neighbor discovery for all BNs in the network can be expressed as
where D denotes the total number of receiving BNs and the factor 2 stems from the fact that different frequencies are used for transmission and reception and hence, the left neighbor discovery is independent from the right neighbor discovery. Similarly, the CDF of the time it takes to achieve a successful neighbor discovery on both left and right sides is given by
The average time needed to achieve a successful neighbor discovery E[T *
N D ] is then given by
Next we combine the two statistical quantities Q * C,N D and E [T *
N D ] to yield the average time it takes to achieve a successful neighbor discovery E[T * N D,suc ]. Using Wald's equality [20] 4 , this can be evaluated as the ratio
V. CASE STUDY: TRAINS ON PARALLEL TRACKS
In this section, we describe a scenario of practical interest in which two trains located on parallel tracks perform separate inauguration processes. This set-up will be further elaborated on in Sec. VI via numerical results. As shown in Fig. 8 , we assume the same number of BNs for each train, and we denote the distance between a BN and its neighbor on the same train as ∆, while l denotes the distance between two trains. We also assume that BNs are aligned as in Fig. 8 . Let the directional antenna of each BN have a mainbeam of width θ, while sidelobes have a L dB loss compared to the mainlobe. For instance, in Fig. 8, BN 3 
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed WTDP as applied to a wireless network that runs the ALOHA MAC protocol. Unless stated otherwise, we assume the following conditions: i) a flat Rayleigh fading channels as described in Sec. IV; ii) a path loss exponent η = 3.5; iii) an average SNR of 15 dB for two nodes one hop away, i.e., SNR 0 = 15 dB; iv) a total of six BNs in the network; v) at any time slot, a hello frame is transmitted with probability, p H = 0.15, and a topology frame is transmitted with probability, p T = 0.15; vi) a data rate R 1.5 bits/sec/Hz for the hello frames, and vii) full frequency reuse is adopted, i.e., F = 1. We recall that a more conservative frequency reuse would alleviate interference and therefore improve the performance. 
A. Effects of the Threshold M H
We first investigate the effect of the threshold parameter M H on the neighbor discovery performance. This discussion The average time needed to achieve a successful neighbor discovery and overall inauguration versus M H (p H = 0.15, p T = 0.15 and SNR 0 = 15 dB).
is also meant to corroborate the validity of the analysis in Sec. IV. In Figs. 9-11, the probability of correct neighbor discovery, the average time required to complete neighbor discovery and the average time needed to achieve a successful neighbor discovery are shown as a function of M H , respectively. We plot both the analytical results (11), (13) and (14) and the performance obtained via Monte Carlo simulations. It can be seen from Figs. 9-11 , that the analysis predicts the performance of neighbor discovery well in terms of the three criteria. As expected, the success rate and time needed to complete neighbor discovery increase as threshold M H increases. This leads to a trade-off in the selection of M H : a larger M H improves the probability of successful neighbor discovery but, at the same time, it increases the time needed for neighbor discovery. This trade-off is illustrated in Fig.  11 , which demonstrates that there exists a value of M H that minimizes the time needed to achieve successful neighbor discovery. We observe that the analysis allows to correctly predict the optimal value of M H .
In Figs. 9-11 , the performance for the overall proposed inauguration process including all the phases described in Sec. III is also presented. To this end, we set M N DF = 20 and M T = 30 and evaluate the performance via Monte Carlo simulations. The dramatic success rate improvement for the inauguration over neighbor discovery is to be ascribed to the PCC. This improvement can be also seen to decrease the optimal value of M H . It can also be observed that there is a difference of about 300 time slots between the time required to complete neighbor discovery and the time required to complete the whole inauguration process. This is due to the fact that besides neighbor discovery, the inauguration process needs to complete also topology discovery. 
B. Effects of Thresholds M N DF and M T
We now explore the effects of two thresholds M N DF and M T on the performance of WTDP. The value of threshold M H is set to 3 based on the discussion above. In Fig. 12 , we plot the probabilities of correct topology discovery and in Fig. 13 we show the average time required to complete topology discovery versus the average one-hop SNR, parameterized by different values of M N DF and M T . It can be seen that larger thresholds M N DF and M T result in an improved probability of correct topology discovery. This is because it is more unlikely that an incorrect identification of neighbor discovery failure occurs with a larger M N DF (see Sec. III-B5) while a larger M T tends to improve the efficiency of the topology convergency check (see Sec. III-B7). On the flip side, Fig. 13 shows that larger values of M N DF and M T always lead to longer average time needed to complete the inauguration.
C. Neighbor Discovery Over Rician Fading Channels
We now consider neighbor discovery over flat-fading Rician channels. We recall that the defining parameter of Rician fading is the K-factor, which is defined as the power ratio of the line-of-sight component and diffuse components [21] . In Fig. 14 , we present the probability of correct neighbor discovery versus the Rician K-factor with different values of the transmission probability p and of the train speed v. We adopt the standard Jakes model [21] to account for channel correlation as a function of the train velocity v. We set the threshold for neighbor discovery to M H = 10 and equal probability for transmission of a hello and a topology frames. It can be seen from Fig. 14 that in the low-K regime, the success rate is low over static channels, i.e. v = 0 km/hour, but a minor increase in the train speed, i.e., with v = 1 km/hour, significantly improves the success rate. This is because with static channels, time diversity is lost, but due to the long duration of a time slot (T = 100 ms), a speed as low as 1 km/hour results in uncorrelated channel gains across different time slots. This can be verified by the fact that the success rate with low K-factor at the speed of 1 km/hour (see Fig. 14) converges to the success rate of 86%, which is also the success rate for neighbor discovery with the threshold M H = 10 shown in Fig. 9 . Instead, in high-K regime, a larger transmission probability p results in higher probability correct neighbor discovery in the static case. This is explained by the fact that in this regime, the channel gain tends to be dominant by the line-of-sight component, yielding successful frame transmissions from both neighboring BNs and non-neighboring BNs in absence of collision. A larger transmission probability results in more collisions, which in turn reduce the chance of successful frame decoding, more severely for frames sent by non-neighboring BNs than for the ones sent by neighboring BNs, since the latter BNs are received with sufficient power not to incur outage.
D. Neighbor Discovery of Two Parallel Trains
In this subsection, we evaluate the neighbor discovery performance with two trains located on parallel tracks as described in Sec. V. The BNs of both trains transmit by using the slotted ALOHA protocol as per Sec. IV. Note that while this assumes synchronization between the trains, we expect the effect of inter-train interference to be qualitatively the same even under asynchronous MACs. We evaluate the neighbor discovery performance for train 1 with train 2 serving as interference. Each train is equipped with six BNs. The beam width θ is selected as θ = π/3. Rayleigh fading is assumed.
In Figs. 15 and 16 , we show the probability of correct neighbor discovery and the average time needed to complete neighbor discovery versus the ratio l/∆, parameterized by sidelobe attenuation L = 6 dB and L = 12 dB. Also shown for reference is the performance for the case in which only train 1 is present, i.e., no inter-train interference exists. It can be seen from Fig. 15 that the accuracy of neighbor discovery is poor for small l/∆, and that, as the ratio l/∆ increases, the probability of successful neighbor discovery first increases and then decreases, reaching the interference-free performance for l/∆ large enough. This can be explained as follows. With small l/∆, the BNs on train 2 tend to be selected by the neighbor discovery process run at BNs on train 1, causing the failure of neighbor discovery. This effect becomes less pronounced as the ratio l/∆ increases and hence the performance is enhanced. Interestingly, for values of l/∆ close to one, the interference may be even beneficial to neighbor discovery. The reason for this is similar to the one for the scenario in which concurrent transmission happens with a single train (see Sec. VI-C). It is also seen that a larger sidelobe attenuation causes this effect to be observed for lower values of l/∆. As l/∆ increases further, the performance converges to that of a single train with no interference.
In contrast to the probability of correct neighbor discovery, the average time required to complete neighbor discovery is shown in Fig. 16 to be first degraded as l/∆ increases before finally converging to the interference-free performance. This is because when l/∆ is close to one, frames from both trains tend to be received with similar powers leading to numerous outage events. Instead, if l/∆ is smaller, the BNs on train 1 will more likely choose BNs on train 2 as neighbors, while for larger l/∆, neighbors tends to be successful.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Topology discovery in wireless linear networks is a key enabling protocol for application such as wireless train backbone communication. In this work, we have presented a Figure 15 . The probability of successful neighbor discovery versus the ratio l/∆ (see Fig. 8 ) for the two-train set-up of wireless topology discovery protocol (WTDP) that requires minor modification to the current wired topology discovery protocol standard and is able to cope with wireless impairments, such as broadcasting, interference and fading. The proposed WTDP is analyzed under a slotted ALOHA MAC protocol and shows, with the aid of extensive numerical examples, to provide flexible and robust performance under realistic condition including the case of inter-train interference. Interesting future work includes the investigation of the impact of more sophisticated physical layer technologies, such as MIMO, on topology discovery.
